
                                  
                             When I first saw that maroon-and-golden unassuming badge with the word ‘Editor’ imprinted upon 
it, it felt like I was holding in my hands a burden of  responsibility. I imagined myself  as a ruthless, overworked maniac, 
who ate punctuation for breakfast and breathed in bucket-loads of  articles. I felt like I would never be able to keep up 
with events, or compile, edit, and occasionally (often!) write for the newsletter every two weeks. But now that I look 
back, the word ‘Editor’ is nothing but a bunch of  innocuous little 
letters, waiting for someone new to give it meaning.

Through the course of  the year, you will find yourself  in the mid-
dle of  countless proof  copies, unimaginably bad spellings, embar-
rassing mistakes, and stressful deadline nights. But when you see 
your name printed on the back of  your first issue, I promise you, 
it will feel like it was all worth it.  Because believe me, you will be 
your own harshest critic, and every member of  the Editorial Board 
will be your biggest supporter (immense love for you guys!). You 
will begin to appreciate every font and picture placement you per-
fect, and trust me, your eyes will start scrutinizing every sheet for 
typos. When you hold after-assembly and 8th-lesson meetings, and 
get to know each and every member of  the eccentric, hilarious, ingenious Editorial Board, you will start to realize just 
how amazing this post can be. Your Editorial Board is much more than a bunch of  students in charge of  making sure 
the newsletter runs properly; they’re your own family inside school. Newsletter meetings will soon be characterized by 
long gossip/advice sessions and lame inside-jokes. Frankly, the members of  the Ed Board are the only people I know 
who can run to the server room every five minutes, and fold supplement issues at the speed of  lightning- willingly. 
Talking about supplements- keep in mind that however stressful those few days may seem, you will get through them. 
They will be especially rewarding, and the slightly-superhuman capabilities that come with being Editor will help you 
through when things seem impossible! And when you make calls to Mr. Balwant at unearthly hours, or when you get 

special privileges to interview visitors in school, you will under-
stand that being Editor is unlike any other post.

While compiling and conceptualizing each issue of  the newslet-
ter, remember to not compromise.  Set standards for yourself, 
and publish articles that bring you joy. Bring your own creativi-
ty and immense talent to each issue, and leave your own legacy 
behind. Enjoy every moment of  your year as Editor of  Vasant 
Valley Today. Never doubt your expertise and judgment, and 
(try to) avert every crisis with your steady perseverance. 

Lastly, remember that there will be moments where you will 
start to give up on your responsibilities as Editor. That between 
exams, college stress, parties, and general pressures, you will 
inevitably begin to get annoyed with constant deadlines and 
InDesign documents. But in those moments, know that each 
issue you compile is a tangible reminder of  your passion and 
hard work. And when you look back at your file with a year’s 
worth of  copies, you will understand exactly what I mean. I 
know you’ll set the bar higher than anyone could dream of- and 
this post couldn’t be in better hands. 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR





I’M GOING TO DIE!
The sixty four students from the batch of 2018, all geared 
up, appeared to be ready for the hostile conditions that the 
camp had to offer. Let me emphasize on a crucial part of 
the previous sentence; ‘appeared to be.’
Every batch that has been on this Yatra thus far, has had 
batch songs, batch slogans, or uniting symbols such. The 
batch of 2018 had it’s own favorite phrase! ‘I’M GOING 
TO DIE’ - whether it was a first glimpse at a bathroom, or 
the trek to the Yamunotri, our fear of death never failed 
to be expressed.
As we as a batch learnt to unite and lent hands to those 
calling out and announcing their ‘last living day’, coaxed 
fellow roommates to use the forever repulsive bathrooms, 
and picked up those that slipped and fell (maybe even tore 
their pants) but got out alive.
If there was to be one and only one achievement after the 
Yamuna Yatra for this batch, it would be that all sixty four 
came back alive. Here’s a shout out to everyone that was 
sure they were going to die: you’re alive, and back in one 
piece. Good job to the batch that came home still breath-
ing! You aren’t dead! 







1. The Buzz- Hermitude ft. Mataya & Young Tapz
2. Don’t- Bryson Tiller
3. Exchange- Bryson Tiller
4. City of the Rose- TYuS (Wheathin Remix) 
5. On A Wave- Drake ft. Tinashe 
6. Low Life- The Weeknd ft. Future
7. Indian Summer- Jai Wolf
8. Jaguar- What So Not
9. Falling- Opia (Wheathin Redo )
10. Panda- Desiigner 

PLAYLIST


